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About This Game

All your friends are storming the Horronym Fortress but Colonel Bouche left you to guard the supply depot. Disregarding orders
you open the depot to find a gigantic, prototype mech!

FEATURES:

INFILTRATE subterranean strongholds manned by cunning bipedal aliens and their mind-blasting hellions!

Recharging MegaNades, and an earth-shaking machine gun rip DESTRUCTIBLE environments to hand-drawn bits!

Dozens of CHALLENGE-ROOM style gameplay with a zoom function that let's in you close or zooms out to see all the
action!

Battle tricky aliens that can run, dodge, take pot-shots and throw grenades to blow you to bits!

2-PLAYER LOCAL COOP so you can share the alien-stomping, grenade tossing joy!

Blast screen-filling bosses deep, deep down in the unexplored depths!

Multiple difficulty modes, and gameplay speed control to find just the right challenge!
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New for Steam version - Steam Leaderboards, Achievements, and Trading Cards!

Hand-drawn, SILKY-SMOOTH effect animations just like Mom used to make! (If your mom was SNK)
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Title: Explosionade
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mommy's Best Games
Publisher:
Mommy's Best Games
Franchise:
Mommy's Best Games
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2015
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explosionade. explosion de pc

Nice little action game by "Mommy's Best Games" There is no need for a long review this game is exactly what you thought it
was action wise with tight controls. Cool Mech, good level design and cool bosses. Although i would have liked to see a few
more or maybe some mini bosses. Would really love to see some DLC's for this game. Extra levels would be so awesome!! Give
this little indie company some love and try this game!! So get out there, kill everything in sight and have fun doing it!! :).
KINDA SUCKS. I rather enjoyed this game. It basically comes down to balancing shield usage along with shots and auto-
refilling grenades. The bosses were pretty cool and overall this was a fun little quick game. Well worth the small amount paid
for it. Now I'm looking to rock their other games. Good stuff!

Update, I've not played their other games yet because, well, I bought too many games all at once over the past many months. But
this one is just awesome. I can actually chill out and feel in some kind of zone with it. I usually bum rush the exit in some of the
levels but others I spend time hunting down and killing all the enemies before proceeding. Great game, lots of fun (for me), and
with their bundle you won't go wrong.. Awesome! fast paced arcade twin stick shooter

what i liked:
great control over the mech: usng the shield and rockets whit shoulder buttons and flying around feels perfect.
very cool animations
the shield boucing mechanic makes the game incredible fast morphing into a ball
action packed whit explosions everywhere
retro vibe. This game is glorious. It's got robots, explosions, great controls, and it doesn't overstay it's welcome. You jump,
bounce, throw grenades and shoot guns. Stuff explodes. Sometimes (actualy a lot of the time) you don't need an 80 hour slog
through the countryside carrying your bag full of Mythril, Amber and Crystal Parrots. Some times you need to drop your
figurative quarter and get some arcadey action. I loved Explosionade in the XBLA days and I love it now. I'm glad that
Mommy's Best Games continue to exist and make gamers like me happy.. This little twin-stick run-and-gun is overflowing with
enthusiasm. A refugee from the defunct XBox Live Indie Games service, it has the slightly rough polish and short runtime
(about an hour) common on that platform, but it makes up for that in spirit and explosions. It's not short on fun, either: the kinda
chunky mech control reminds me of an updated Metal Warriors, and nailing bank shots with the fancy grenades always feels
great. Normal difficulty is a fun ride, and the two modes above it provide plenty of challenge, demanding skillful use of indirect
shots and your recharging shield. It's simple, it's silly, it's cheap, pick it up and blast some aliens.
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This is a twin-stick sidescrolling shooter where you pilot a machine gunning, grenade launching, shield bouncing mech. It was
oriignally released as an indie game for Xbox Live Indie Arcade, and once you see the game in motion, there's no mistaking it
for anything else but a cheap (but fun) indie game from the Xbox 360 era.

If you're played Metal Warriors or Cybernator, it's pretty similar, albeit much floatier. The mech doesn't have a lot of "weight"
to it, but it controls well, especially since you can aim your shots with the right stick, leading to some interesting side scrolling
gun play. Ammo is unlimited, but you can only hold 3 grenades at a time and must wait for them to replenish. There's also an
energy shield you can pull up to block shots (and bounce off floors and ceilings), but it overheats quickly, so it must be used
sparingly.

The levels are small, consisting of single screen "floors" usually packed with enemies and destructable walls, so don't expect the
huge, sprawling stages of Metal Warriors. There's a two-player co-op option, but no versus, and there's just the one mech to play
as.

For what its worth though, the combat is enjoyable, and its fun to blow stuff up. It's a pretty easy game even on the Serious
difficutly, especially since you can continue from any stage unlimited times, and its over pretty quickly (you can beat it in about
an hour), but I could see myself coming back to it someday. You can even ramp the speed up to 200% if you'd like an extra
challenge. There's not a lot of strategy, but the enemies are a fair bit smarter on the Serious difficulty, albeit never frustratingly
so (though there's a particularly annoying shield enemy who pops up a few times).

The game is at its most fun when you pick up enough life-replenishing Gold powerups in a single life. When you do, you're
granted about 30 seconds of unlimited grenade firepower. This bonus carries between stages, so the game suddenly gets frantic
as you try and maximize the potential of bottomless explosives.

Nothing groundbreaking, but worth a playthrough if you get it in a bundle.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING AWESOME. 
Explosionade is a throwback to mech-centric platform\/action games of old. With tight controls and rewarding gameplay, this is a
short but fun experience and one you are likely to want to replay several times, especially with a friend.

If you choose to, you can get through most levels in seconds by not killing everything and collecting all the gold. You miss out on all
the score bonuses (but can get a time bonus) and \u2013 by not getting the gold \u2013 you miss out on repairing any damage to
the mech.

On the default setting, it took me around an hour to complete, but I had continued a few times. As I got into further the game, the
mechanics of the game became apparent and the controls are tight and responsive \u2013 one highlight is the use of the shield to
bounce higher \u2013 a clever mechanic that you do not need to complete the game, but is satisfying to use. The
\u2018sticky\u2019 grenades are another highlight and you can aim them through small openings to damage the enemy. The
controls are well designed and are fully configurable.

There are leaderboards for all the difficulty settings, and this game is best approached with that in mind. It is easy to get through all
the levels and the bosses are not difficult, but to get as far as you can without continuing is where the game shines and has that
\u2018just one more go\u2019 factor. This is a game you can return to when you feel like destroying stuff. It has local co-op too,
which is bound to increase the fun.
. It's ok.

The different difficulty settings and game speed settings, etc, will cater to differing skill levels so would be an ok starting point for
anyone new to the 'twin stick shooter platformer' genre.

Graphics either you will love or hate, but they suit the games tone and you get use to them as the game goes on.

The games tone\/humour = leave your brain at the door.. 2D and fun for a life time.. a surprisingly fun game. challenging and
makes you feel like a boss. brings me back to my snes days, it's worth full price but at $0.99 it's a must have. It's not a long
game--let's get that out in the open. It's meant to be an 'arcade' style game, where you're meant to first play on the easiest difficulty
setting and feel like an invincible god of war, and then you progress to the higher difficulties and really earn that ability to curb-
stomp your enemies. it's got robots, explosions, great controls, and it doesn't overstay it's welcome. You jump, bounce, throw
grenades and shoot guns. Stuff explodes. Sometimes (actualy a lot of the time) you don't need an 80 hour slog through the
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countryside carrying your bag full of Mythril,. I REALLY LOVE THIS GAME, not only is the responce time of the controlls razor
sharp & precise, Ilove the way the controls are setup there easy to remember, I LOVE the story were you play as a fat
plumer\/soldier piloting a mini-mech to fight aliens in the sewers, AND MOST OF ALL I absolutly love the hilarius writing that was
put in this game it is so god damb funny (ESPECIAL the talks between atticus and the Colonel Bouche there so
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing funny as hell).

Now the only downside to this game is pretty short in the form of 39 levels, 3\/4 boss fights, and I was able to beat this AWSOME
game in 2 days (I think it's because I beat it in normal mode) but all N all I'd love to see a seqel to this game, AND this game is
definitly a must have you must definatly try this game out!. I've managed to complete the game on normal in a little over an hour
and I have to say this is the second best MBG game I've played after SSDD.

It's fun, silly and fast but also very challenging. Normal was doable but I strongly believe Hard and Serious must be insane.

I recommend it for a fair price. The content is little but makes up for it with the replayability.. The spit just got real.
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